Normalized value coding explains dynamic adaptation in the human valuation process
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The notion of subjective value is central to choice theories in ecology, economics, and psychology, serving as an integrated decision variable by which options are compared. Subjective value is often assumed to be an absolute quantity, determined in a static manner by the properties of an individual option. Recent neurobiological studies, however, have shown that neural value coding dynamically adapts to the statistics of the recent reward environment, introducing an intrinsic temporal context dependence into the neural representation of value. Whether valuation exhibits this kind of dynamic adaptation at the behavioral level is unknown. Here, we show that the valuation process in human subjects adapts to the history of previous values, with current valuations varying inversely with the average value of recently observed items. The dynamics of this adaptive valuation are captured by divisive normalization, linking these temporal context effects to spatial context effects in decision making as well as spatial and temporal context effects in perception. These findings suggest that adaptation is a universal feature of neural information processing and offer a unifying explanation for contextual phenomena in fields ranging from visual psychophysics to economic choice.

Relative rather than absolute evaluation is a fundamental feature of cognition. In sensory processing, the perception of stimulus properties depends markedly on the context in which that stimulus appears. This contextual influence is driven by both spatial context (the surrounding sensory environment) and temporal context (stimuli in the recent past). For example, the perceived brightness of a gray square depends on whether it appears on a light or a dark background, and whether the viewer was previously in a bright or a dark environment. Across multiple sensory modalities, psychophysical context effects can be explained by corresponding contextual modulation in sensory neural responses (1, 2). The prevalence of contextual modulation in perception suggests that relative evaluation, in which a stimulus is represented relative to its context, is a fundamental feature of neural coding, contributing to functions such as predictive coding, Bayesian inference, and the efficient representation of information (3–6).

Consistent with a general role in neural processing, context effects extend beyond perception to higher order cognitive functions—in particular, option evaluation and decision making. Value is a central notion in decision theory, integrating all relevant information into a single decision variable to guide choice. In traditional theories of rational choice (7, 8), value is assumed to be a static quantity, determined solely by the properties of an individual option. Under such an absolute valuation, preference between two given options should be independent of contextual factors such as other available alternatives or the history of rewards. Context-independent choice is a foundation of traditional normative theories that describe how rational choosers should behave. However, in contrast to the predictions of normative theory, empirical choice behavior in diverse species varies with the decision context (9–11). Such context-dependent preferences suggest that biological choosers employ a relative rather than absolute valuation process, but the neural origins of these context effects are not well understood.

However, emerging evidence suggests that context-dependent perception and decision making may share common underlying neural mechanisms. In sensory processing, many perceptual effects of spatial context can be explained by the contextual modulation of sensory neural responses. For example, surround suppression in visual cortical neurons is thought to mediate the effect of background stimuli on perceptual sensitivity and salience (12). In decision making, analogous behavioral effects of spatial context have been widely observed in both animal and human choosers (13–17), where the architecture of the choice set can markedly influence observed decisions. For example, the relative preference between two options can be altered by the addition of a third alternative, despite the additional option never being chosen. Recent neurophysiological evidence has linked spatial context effects in decision making to relative value representation in neural circuits, suggesting a biological basis for context-dependent deviations from rational benchmarks (18–20). Importantly, both sensory (21, 22) and value-related (18, 19, 23) spatial context effects can be explained by divisive normalization, a canonical neural computation that incorporates contextual information via divisive scaling.

In contrast to spatial context effects, the effects of temporal context on choice behavior are less well documented, and the responsible neural mechanisms are unknown. In sensory processing, a large body of work has examined the relationship among temporal context, neural representation, and behavior (1, 24, 25). This work has shown that the history of previously presented stimuli induces perceptual adaptation to both simple (e.g., luminance) and complex (e.g., face identity) stimuli
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features, driven by adaptive changes in sensory neuron response properties. For example, in the waterfall illusion, the viewing of a moving visual stimulus induces perceived motion in the opposite direction in a subsequent stationary stimulus, an effect linked to neural adaptation in motion-sensitive brain areas (26). Adaptation effects extend to different stimulus features, hierarchical levels, and modalities in sensory processing, suggesting that adaptation is a characteristic feature of how the brain represents behaviorally relevant information. In decision making, although less prevalent than widely documented spatial context phenomena, temporal context effects in which choices depend on previous decisions have been described (27, 28). Furthermore, prominent theories of decision making highlight the importance of expectations, which can be substantially shaped by previous experience (29–31); these expectations can drive adaptation in even complex behavior, such as responses to social norm violations (32).

Given the extensive nature of adaptation, an attractive explanation for temporal context dependence in decision making is adaptation in the cognitive representation of value. Such adaptation is consistent with a large extant literature on successive incentive contrast effects, where motivational behaviors like running speed and consumption are dependent on both current and past reward environments (33). Recent findings show that value-coding neurons also adapt to the recent history of rewards (34–36), raising the possibility that adaptation in reward coding underlies temporal context-dependent decision behavior. However, corresponding changes in behavior have not been examined in choice-taking value adaptation experiments, and the influence of reward history on subsequently perceived value is unknown.

Here, we test the hypothesis that the valuation process in human subjects exhibits history-dependent adaptation. Using an incentive-compatible auction procedure designed to elicit true valuations, we show that the subjective value of a given option depends on the previous value environment in a specific manner, with current item values varying inversely with the average value of recently observed items. Consistent with normalization-driven adaptation, this relative valuation process introduces a dynamic dependence on the history of past values. These findings suggest that adaptation is a key feature of the valuation process and that—alogous to contextual effects in sensory processing—spatial and temporal forms of contextual modulation in decision making share a common computational mechanism.

Results

Bid Adaptation Task. To examine the influence of temporal context on the valuation process, we quantified valuation behavior in human subjects ($n = 43$, 24 female, mean age 23.43 y) using a bid adaptation task (Fig. 1). This task comprised alternating blocks of two types of trials: bid trials and rating trials (Fig. 1A). In each bid trial, subjects viewed a single snack food item and reported their maximum willingness to pay for that item ($0–$6). To elicit true subject valuations, realization of a randomly selected bid trial was conducted at the end of the experiment via an incentive-compatible auction procedure (37) (Becker–DeGroot–Marschak auction). In each rating trial, subjects viewed a single snack food item and reported the pleasantness of that item on a visual analog scale. Together, these trial types allowed us to examine subject valuations (in bid trials) as a function of recently experienced value history (in rating trials).

Experimental sessions were organized as alternating blocks of bid and rating trials to test and adapt valuation behavior, respectively (Fig. 1B). Each Test block comprised 90 bid trials, with three repetitions for each of 30 items in pseudorandom order. Consistent with subjects reporting item-specific valuations, repeat bids for individual items were strongly correlated in each subject (mean correlation between first and third bids: $r = 0.89$; $P = 5.40 \times 10^{-46}$, t test; Fig. 1C). Following the first Test block, items were rank-ordered by their mean bid price, and the 10 lowest-valued (Lo value) and 10 highest-valued (Hi value) items were identified (Fig. 1D). Subjects then underwent an Adapt block, comprising 300 rating trials with only Lo value (Hi value) items, followed by another Test block where bids for all 30 goods were again elicited. Finally, subjects underwent a second Adapt block with only Hi value (Lo value) items and a final Test block. To control for presentation order, subjects were item and assigned to the presentation order of Adapt blocks (Hi vs. Lo). This task structure quantifies valuations across the entire set of 30 items following exposure to either low- or high-value items (Fig. 1E).

Postadaptation Bid Changes. We hypothesized that adaptation in value coding would produce systematic changes in valuation behavior, observable as willingness to pay measures that depend on previously viewed item values. In sensory processing, adaptation paradigms elicit characteristic history-dependent changes in perception that are classically repulsive in nature (24). For example, prolonged exposure to a high-contrast visual stimulus reduces the perceived contrast of subsequent test stimuli, and prolonged exposure to a moving visual stimulus induces a perceived motion in the opposite direction in subsequent stationary stimuli. We hypothesized that if similar adaptation occurs in neural value coding, subject bids will differ as a function of the preceding Adapt block condition: bids will decrease following Hi Adapt blocks and increase following Lo Adapt blocks.
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**Fig. 1.** Value adaptation task. (A) Bid trial and rating trial designs. In bid trials, subjects reported their willingness to pay for a snack food item using a slider bar. In rating trials, subjects reported the pleasantness of a presented item on a visual analog scale. (B) Experimental session block design. Blocks of bid trials (Test block) and rating trials (Adapt block) alternated across a session. Test blocks presented all 30 items, and Adapt blocks presented a subset of 10 low (Lo) or 10 high (Hi) value items, enabling a quantification of how valuation behavior changed following adaptation to either low- or high-value exposure. The sequence of Adapt block conditions (Lo-Hi or Hi-Lo) was randomized across subjects. (C) Repeat bid stability. First versus third bids for individual items are plotted for all subjects. Consistent with items having intrinsic subjective valuations, repeat bids were significantly correlated across the population ($r = 0.89, P = 5.40 \times 10^{-46}$) as well as in each individual subject ($P < 0.05$). (D) Example bid distribution and item classification. Data show sorted mean bids for all 30 items (error bars, SEM). The 10 lowest- and 10 highest-value items were designated Lo-value (blue) and Hi-value (red) items, respectively. (E) Example item rank structure. Crosses show the value rank of items presented in Test blocks (black), Hi-value Adapt blocks (red), and Lo-value Adapt blocks (blue).
Examination of individual subject bids reveals that the average item bids differed depending on the identity of the preceding adaptation block (Fig. 2). As shown for an example subject (Fig. 2A), bids following the Hi Adapt block were lower than bids for the very same items following a Lo Adapt block. We quantified this adaptation effect by examining the average difference between post-Lo and post-Hi bids across all 30 items. Bid differences were significantly positive in the example subject (mean bid difference = 0.30; $P = 5.46 \times 10^{-5}$, paired $t$ test; Fig. 2B) and across the entire population (mean bid difference = 0.05; $P = 6.55 \times 10^{-6}$, paired $t$ test; Fig. 2C). These bid differences in both the example subject and population were also significant when analyzed with permutation tests that do not require specific distributional assumptions ($P < 0.0001$; SI Results and Fig. S1). Thus, consistent with a repulsive effect of recent values, subject valuations are lower after high-value environments and higher after low-value ones.

**Quantifying Bid Deviations.** We next examined the dynamic nature of value adaptation by quantifying how bids changed relative to previous bids. We hypothesized that if adaptation is an intrinsic and ongoing feature of the valuation process, bidding behavior would be better characterized by changes in bids between blocks than bids alone. Consistent with this hypothesis, subject bid data were strongly dependent on the sequence of presented Adapt block conditions (Fig. 3A and B). When examining bids alone (Fig. 3A), post-Hi bids across all subjects were significantly lower than bids in the initial Test block ($P = 3.00 \times 10^{-7}$, paired $t$ test), but post-Lo bids were not significantly higher than initial bids ($P = 0.26$, paired $t$ test). This finding differs from the expected effect of adaptation, which predicts an increase in valuation following exposure to low-value items. However, examination of bid data segregated by adaptation sequence showed consistent effects of both high- and low-value adaptation relative to preceding bids (Fig. 3B). Specifically, bids following Lo adaptation were higher than previous bids (blue arrows; Fig. 3B, Right) and bids following Hi adaptation were lower (red arrows; Fig. 3B, Right). Therefore, post-Hi and post-Lo changes were similar in subjects undergoing either adaptation sequence (Hi-Lo or Lo-Hi), suggesting that bids continually changed over the course of experimental sessions and that bid changes are the most informative measure of value adaptation effects.

To quantify adaptation-induced bid changes, we computed the deviation of each bid for a specific item from the average bid for that particular good during the preceding Test block (Materials and Methods). This metric accounts for changes in valuation that have occurred over the course of a behavioral session; because the observed mean change in bids (relative to preceding bids) is the same regardless of presentation order (Fig. 3B), bid deviations provide a sequence-independent measure of adaptation effects. Quantified in this manner (Fig. 3C), average bid...
deviations across all subjects were significantly negative after high-value adaptation ($P = 1.91 \times 10^{-12}$, $t$ test) and positive after low-value adaptation ($P = 5.4 \times 10^{-3}$, $t$ test), with a significant difference in deviations between adaptation conditions ($P = 4.49 \times 10^{-10}$, paired $t$ test). This difference in bid deviations (post-Lo → post-Hi) at the subject level was significantly positive across the population ($P = 3.3 \times 10^{-3}$, paired $t$ test; Fig. 3D). Finally, bid deviation differences were still significant ($P = 2.5 \times 10^{-5}$, paired $t$ test) when we restricted the analysis to items that were never presented in rating trials (Fig. 1D, item rank 11–20), suggesting that the adaptation process affects the general valuation process rather than the values of adapted items alone. These bid deviation results show a consistent effect of recent history on willingness to pay measures, with low-value contexts increasing, and high-value contexts decreasing, subsequent bids for identical snack food items.

**Bid Deviation Dynamics and the Role of Normalization.** In addition to blockwise adaptation effects, we examined whether bid deviations exhibit intrablock dynamics. In sensory processing, blockwise adaptation effects arise from a dynamic adaptation process incorporating a weighted average of recent stimuli. If value adaptation incorporates a similar dependence on past rewards, we hypothesized that bid deviations will change across a Test block. Bids early in a block are preceded primarily by rating trials with extreme value items, and should exhibit the strongest adaptation; bids late in a block are preceded by other bid trials, and should exhibit the weakest adaptation. To investigate bid dynamics, we examined average bid deviations as a function of trial number in both postadaptation bidding blocks (Fig. 4A). In both blocks, bid deviations are largest in the initial trials immediately following the Adapt blocks and diminish over successive bid trials. When fit with simple exponential decay functions (see Materials and Methods), bid deviation magnitudes decreased across the duration of the Test block for both post-Hi (decay constant $\lambda = -0.104$; $P = 0.046$, bootstrap) and post-Lo ($\lambda = -0.552$; $P = 3.0 \times 10^{-3}$, bootstrap) bids. Examination of rating trial data suggests that similar adaptive changes may affect pleasantness ratings (SI Results and Fig. S2); however, the current experiment was not designed to test adaptation in rating trials, and the relationship between these changes and value adaptation will require further research.

To test whether this dynamic bidding behavior is consistent with known mechanisms of adaptation, we fit bid data with a divisive normalization model of adaptive valuation. Normalization models employ a divisive representation, in which the output of a neuron reflects the feedforward input to the neuron divided by the summed activity of a larger pool of neurons; to explain adaptation, this divisive factor incorporates information about stimuli presented in the recent past. In sensory processing, history-dependent divisive normalization explains neural and perceptual aspects of a variety of sensory adaptation phenomena (22, 38–40). In decision making, recurrent circuit implementations of value normalization can introduce an intrinsic dependence on past value information (23, 41). To examine if a normalization process can explain the observed bid adaptation effects, we fit individual subject bid data with a simple normalization model of adaptive value coding:

$$pbid_t = K \frac{V_t}{1 + \alpha \sum_{k=1}^{N} V_{t-k}}$$

where the predicted bid $pbid_t$ on trial $t$ depends on the value $V_t$ of the item presented on that trial, the values of recently presented items (up to $N$ previous trials), and the parameters $K$ and $\alpha$. Individual good values were calculated as the average bid for that item across all experimental Test bids. Because the timescale of bid deviation dynamics following adaptation suggests a slow integration over many trials, the following results employed a model with value information from the previous 60 trials; however, qualitatively similar modeling results were obtained with a range of different previous history windows.

We found that the normalization model captured multiple features of observed bidding behavior, including postadaptation bid changes, bid deviations, and intrablock bid dynamics. Model-predicted bids were significantly correlated with observed bids in individual subjects ($P < 0.05$ in 43/43 subjects, mean $r = 0.94$) and across the entire population ($P = 0.97$, $P < 0.01$; Fig. 4B). However, because differences in individual item values capture much of the variance in item bids, a stronger test of the normalization model is whether it captures adaptation-related changes in bidding behavior. Such changes depend on the history of previous items and cannot be predicted solely from the value of an item in a given trial. We first examined whether predicted bids differed depending on the preceding Adapt block. As in the observed data, model-predicted bids were significantly lower in post-Hi bid trials compared with post-Lo bid trials ($P = 9.98 \times 10^{-20}$, paired $t$ test). We next examined model-predicted bid deviations, quantified in the same manner as observed bid deviations but using predicted rather than observed bids. Model-predicted bid deviations mirrored the pattern of observed data, with significantly negative post-Hi deviations (mean deviation = $-0.067$, $P = 9.26 \times 10^{-17}$, $t$ test) and significantly positive post-Lo deviations (mean deviation = $0.027$, $P = 3.06 \times 10^{-4}$, $t$ test). Furthermore, predicted and observed deviations were significantly correlated across all bid trials ($r = 0.72$, $P < 0.01$; Fig. 4C). Finally, we examined the intrablock dynamics of predicted bid deviations. Like the observed bid deviations, predicted deviations in both post-Hi and post-Lo bid trials were largest immediately following Adapt blocks (Fig. 4D). When fit
Discussion

Our findings show that the valuation process in human subjects adapts dynamically to the history of recent values. Consistent with repulsive forms of sensory adaptation, a recent history of low-value increases, and high-value decreases, how human choosers value subsequent options. Critically, this adaptive change is not limited to items presented during adaptation blocks but extends to all subsequent test items, suggesting that it reflects a change in the general valuation process rather than an effect of repeated exposure. Furthermore, the observed changes are more consistent with adaptation to value than to low-level stimulus characteristics: value was a function of individual subject preference rather than stimulus features, low- and high-value adaptation induced opposite bid effects despite no apparent difference between adapter images, and the same item produced low- or high-value adaptation depending on its value to an individual subject. However, to fully establish the generalizability of value adaptation, further research will have to examine whether evaluating options is required to induce adaptation and whether adaptation occurs for other domains of value (e.g., monetary lotteries instead of goods).

A history-dependent change in subjective value may underlie a number of previously described behavioral phenomena. In the psychology literature, successive incentive contrast effects describe how the response to current conditions depends on whether they are better or worse than the recent past. For example, in rats trained to approach a reward, approach speed for a given size reward is faster or slower if the rat had previously been trained with smaller or larger rewards, respectively (42, 43). Analogous posterior contrast effects have been described in diverse species, including insects, birds, and humans (44–46). Such contrast effects have largely been observed in either consummatory (e.g., licking) or instrumental (e.g., running speed) behaviors, raising the question of whether these effects are driven by changes in the valuation process itself or broader psychological processes like generalization, inhibition, and response to novelty (33). Our findings show that subjective values themselves adapt to reward history, offering a direct mechanism for the history-dependent behaviors evident in successive contrast effects.

In addition to successive contrast effects, adaptive valuation provides a potential mechanism for history-dependent effects in value-guided choice behavior. In the behavioral economics literature, prospect theory describes how choosers differentially treat losses and gains in decisions under uncertainty; a key component of the theory is a reference point to which outcomes are compared to determine their valence (29). Although the original theory left the origin of the reference point unspecified, subsequent work argues that it represents an expectation of future outcomes as determined from recent experience (30, 31). Consistent with the influence of reward statistics on risk preferences (47, 48), value adaptation introduces an intrinsic expectation of future outcomes based on past values that provides a mechanism for context-dependent choice under uncertainty (11). More broadly, value adaptation may play a role in examples of history dependence identified in real-world decision making, such as commuting behavior and housing choice (49, 50).

How might neural systems incorporate previous value information into an adaptive value code? Here, we show that a simple normalization model utilizing a running average of previous values explains both average bid changes and their posttransition dynamics, providing a conceptual bridge between adaptive value coding and well-studied mechanisms of adaptation in sensory processing. Although most research on sensory normalization has focused on spatial context, several studies have proposed that normalization explains adaptation in sensory neural responses (22, 38–40). A common element in these approaches is that adaptation effects are driven by a change in the normalization denominator that modifies the degree of divisive scaling. A simple model of this adaptation in sensory physiology postulates that the denominator incorporates an expectation term, using past stimulus information to adjust sensory responses to likely future stimuli. Consistent with this idea, we found that bid adaptation was explained with a normalization model incorporating an expectation term calculated as the average value of items over a finite number of previous trials. Although we used average value as a proxy for reward expectation, neural circuits may determine this quantity in a different manner, such as an exponential weighting kernel of past rewards; an exponential dependence on past activity arises naturally in dynamic models of recurrent normalization circuits (23, 41) and may be a more biologically plausible mechanism for integrating past values. The precise relationship between the behavioral adaptation effects observed here and neural adaptation in decision-related brain areas (34–36) is unknown, and experimental paradigms that elicit context dependence in both behavior and neural activity is a key target for future research.

The relationship between history-dependent valuation and divisive normalization provides a computational link between value adaptation and general contextual processing in both decision making and perception. Originally proposed to explain nonlinear neural responses in primary visual cortex, the normalization computation has been identified in multiple species, sensory modalities, and levels of processing (21). This ubiquity suggests that normalization may serve as a canonical form of computation employed by neural systems. In sensory processing, normalization can explain both temporal (e.g., retinal light adaptation) and spatial (e.g., surround suppression) forms of contextual modulation. Recent studies show that normalization extends beyond early sensory processing to higher order cognitive functions, including attention, multisensory integration, and decision making (18, 19, 23, 51, 52). In decision making, normalization describes how value coding activity in the parietal cortex depends on the structure of the choice set, an example of spatial context dependence; notably, this relative value coding predicts context-dependent choice behavior that is also characterized by divisive normalization. Our behavioral results show that value adaptation can also be explained by a history-dependent form of normalization, emphasizing the generality of this computation across temporal and spatial effects and sensory and decision-related processing.

These findings provide further evidence that valuation is a relative process, relying on canonical comparative mechanisms rather than static evaluation to determine the subjective worth of potential outcomes. Although context-dependent preferences are largely framed in terms of spatial context, value adaptation suggests that temporal context may play a similarly important role in shaping the decision process. In traditional rational choice frameworks, such context dependence is often viewed as suboptimal deviations from normative choice behavior. However, adaptation is thought to be crucial for the efficient representation of time-varying information, raising the possibility that value adaptation confers distinct benefits to a decision maker in a dynamic world.

Materials and Methods

Participants. Forty-three adults (24 female, ages 18–45 y) participated in the experiment after giving informed consent. All procedures involving human subjects were approved by the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects of New York University.
Experimental Task. The experimental task comprised three Test blocks separated by two intervening Adapt blocks. Each Test block comprised 90 bid trials, in which subjects expressed their maximum willingness to pay for individual snack food items. In each bid trial, an image of an individual item was presented on a computer screen above a slider bar. The dollar amount represented by the current slider bar position was indicated above the bar ($0–$6, in $0.01 increments). Subjects adjusted the cursor to their intended bid amount and confirmed their bid with a single mouse click. The slider bar was reset to empty at the beginning of each trial. Each of 30 items was presented three times each, in randomized order. Before beginning the task, subjects were provided with $6 for use in these auctions. Realization of a randomly selected bid trial at the end of the session was conducted as a Becker–Degroot–Marschak auction, a procedure designed to elicit an individual’s exact subjective valuation for an item (37).

Following the initial Test block, items were ranked by their mean bids and the 10 lowest-valued (Lo value) and 10 highest-valued (Hi value) items were identified from all items. In Adapt blocks, subjects were exposed to each item in 16 trials, in which subjects viewed a picture of a snack food item and reported the pleasantness of the item via a visual analog scale (in 9/43 subjects, Adapt blocks were 260 trials; no qualitative differences were observed and data from all subjects were combined for the main analyses). Subjects made ratings by adjusting the cursor position on the slider bar with a computer mouse and performing a mouse click; happy and sad face icons on either end of the bar indicated positive and negative valence. Icon positions were flipped on every other trial to avoid potential motor adaptation effects. Each Adapt block comprised 30 trials of each of the 10 items in one of the extreme value categories (Lo value or Hi value), presented in randomized order. Immediately after completion of each adaptation block, subjects repeated the bidding procedure on all 30 items three times each in a subsequent Test block. The presentation order of low- and high-adaptation blocks was randomized across subjects.

Bid Data Analysis. To quantify the effects of adaptation with nonstationary valuations, we examined how individual postadaptation bids for specific items changed relative to previous bids for that item. The bid deviation corresponding to a bid for item i at time t was calculated as 

$$\Delta b(t) = b(t) - b_{\text{prev}}(t),$$

where $b(t)$ is the bid in question and $b_{\text{prev}}(t)$ is the average bid for item $i$ in the immediately preceding Test block. Bid deviations were determined for each bid in the two postadaptation Adapt blocks. To examine the dynamics of bid deviations across Test blocks, bid deviations were averaged across all subjects in 15 trial windows and fit with an exponential decay function:

$$\Delta b(t) = B_0 e^{-\lambda t},$$

where the parameters $B_0$ and $\lambda$ represent the initial value and decay constant, respectively. Separate exponential decay functions were fit to post-Lo value and post-Hi value Test block data. Significance of exponential function parameters was determined by bootstrap resampling (10,000 iterations).
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